Summary:
Kaba Mas is pleased to release CenTran Software Version 5.1.0.3494. This software update introduces enhanced functionality and reduced operational costs when using Cencon O2. There is also a new user interface for CenTran which now operates as a Windows Service.

For a complete listing of all noteworthy changes and updates in CenTran 5.1.0.3494, please see release notes contained in the Cencon Reference Manual.

Significant New Features
The increased capabilities offered with CenTran are numerous. The CenTran Agent plays a major role in the additional functionalities offered by Cencon O2 and as a result offers features like the ability to connect multiple companies using CenTran to the same lock. For example, when Company A, running FLM mode and CenTran and Company B, running Route mode and CenTran, the lock can see both and manage the connection to each CenTran.

- Added support for Oracle 12c.
- Previously when a user was removed from the system (as in the case of a termination, for example), the user had to be manually removed from each lock to which they had access. This new version of the CenTran Agent allows a user to be removed system-wide.
- As user keys are often reused when employee changes take place, a new audit feature allows you to review user key audit with associated user chronologically.
- Dispatching keys for locks for service or routes now offers the ability to cancel the dispatch without affecting the locks synchronization.
- Added new transaction support for User Change Bank Mode Combination.

In previous versions of CenTran, users typically integrated with their IVR system to process basic transactions like open lock, close lock, reassign lock, etc. The breaking change with CenTran today is that it possesses many of the same operations that the Cencon client application does. Customers can now integrate CenTran into their own systems and streamline their lock operation.

Significant Feature Changes:
- New Product - CenTran Agent Software - this new software is loaded onto the ATM PC or other PC device to bring the network to the Cencon lock.
- New Product - Cencon Key Box Agent Software - this software loads onto an offsite laptop or PC with a USB Key Box to enable remote key creation and management.

Ordering:
To obtain software license pricing, please go to: http://www.kaba-mas.com/worksheet or contact your Kaba Mas sales representative.